
Session One PE with Joe Wicks 30 min session at 9am! Go along to The Body Coach’s You Tube channel and join in with me!  
Make sure you have had suitable clothing and breakfast first!  
Tip: if you have SkyQ or a Chromecast device, you can use the TV screen! 

Session Two Maths – Mark your previous test with the answers on the powerpoint. 
Five-minute test. Time yourself. Answer these ten questions and time yourself for 5 minutes. Write your answers in your maths book with the 
date and Miss T will send out the answers on Monday for you to green pen.  
Now check out MyMaths for your maths group’s online lesson and task.  
To finish your maths lesson, please log onto Times Tables Rockstars for ten minutes and work through your garage mode. When you have 
finished, why not take part in your Battle of the Bands against Indigo Class? We can win this Violet Class! 

Session Three English  
Mexican Bean Burgers 
Complete the reading comprehension. The answers are on a separate document so that you can mark your own work. Want to take this task 
further? You could research different Mexican dishes and create your own three course menu.  

Session Four RE  
The Ascension of Jesus  
Read the text on the pdf called The Ascension. You then have a choice of activities to complete. One is a work guide which asks you to analyse a 
piece of artwork linked to the scripture (see the pdf). The other task is to create your own piece of artwork about the Ascension of Jesus. Take 
your pick. You can use the work guide on the pdf if you wish or feel free to do your work straight into your book using the questions as a guide.   
 

Session Five Science  
Refraction 
Today you will be learning about refraction. After watching the video on refraction (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=95V-QJYZ2Dw) you will 
be conducting two experiments.  
 
Amazing Arrow 
 

1. Draw a horizontal arrow on a piece of paper (make it quite bold).  
2. Fill a glass to the top with water and place on a flat surface.  
3. Look at the glass as you lower the piece of paper with the arrow on behind it. What happened? Why do you think this happened? Think 

about the information in the video.  
There is a page in the pdf that explains why this works.  
 
Incredible Images 

Violet Class’ Home Learning Friday 24th April 2020 

These tasks have been designed to help you ‘structure’ your day. You and your parents/carers have to work together to decide which tasks are non-negotiable and which are 

not. I am excited to see all the learning that is taking place in your home and look forward to seeing all of your work! 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=95V-QJYZ2Dw


 

 

 

 

 
1. Draw a small image on a piece of paper (like a smiley face or a star).  
2. Place an empty glass over the top of it and look at your image through the side of the glass.  
3. Slowly fill the glass with water whilst watching your picture. 
4. When the glass is full, cover it with a saucer. What happened? Why did this happen?  

There is a page in the pdf that explains why this works.  
 


